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The term inal-zone e ffec ts on t he dipole ante nna drive n by a two-wire trans mission line 
have been re-exam ined. A series inductive cO l'l'ectio n Lg together with other terminal-zone 
cOl'l'ections is found necessary to redu ce t he meas ured appare nt admi ttance of the a ntenna 
terminatin g the two-wire line \\'ith the idea l admittance of the dipole a nte nna II-hen drive n 
by a delta-fun ction generator. The series inductive co rrect ion takes account of t ile abse nce 
of the ante nna wire in the g'l\p betwee n t he two wires of the transmiss ion line. 

With t his addition a l correct ion, t he meas ured appa re nt ad miLta nce of a dipole a nte nn a 
terminatin g a close ly spaced tll'o-wire line may be broug ht in Lo exce llent agree me nt \\' it h 
idea l theoretical values and a lso reco nciled with Lhe quite d iffe rent va lues mcasLIl'ed with a 
coaxial line for an a nte nn a co nsisLing of t ile verti cal inne r co ndu ctor o f t he line exte nded ove r 
a horizonta l ground pla ne. The res ults fur the r show the utili Ly of a de lta-function genera to r 
in the de finiLio n of a n ideal t heo retical impeda nce of a dipole a nten lla. 

1. Introduction 

Theoret ical analyses of the cen ter-dri ven dipole 
, antenna and of the base-driven half dipole crectcd 
vertically on an infini te perfectly conducting ground 

I screen make use of idealized gencrators Lhat eli lnillate 
the trallsmiss ion line that is us ually presen t in prac
ti<;e. Recent work by Duncan and Hincbey [1960] 
and Wu [1961] has postulated a disconLinuiLy in the 
form of a delta-function jll Lhe tangential elecLric 

, field at the driving point ill Lhe manner implicit in 
earlier work by Hallen [1938], King ancl Middleton 
[1946], and others. Chell and Keller [1962] have 
prefel'l'ed a rotationally symmetri cal elec tric fi.eld 
maintained in a ll unspecified \\'[ty across a gap of 
finite widLh ill the manlier of Synge [1948], Infeld 
[1947], and King and WinLcl'nitz [1947] . Theoretical 
admittance of an antenna dri\ren by eitber of these 
physically unavailable generators differs signifi
cantly from the apparent admittance of an antenna 
when connected as tbe terminating load for a 
physically available transmission line such as a 
coaxial line or a two-wire line. A rigorous solu tion 
of the two simultaneous integral eq uations for the 
currents in a dipole anntena and in a feeding two
wire line is still unavailable. 

For line spacings that arc not too large a fraction of 
a wavelength, a reasonably satisfactory approximate 
method has been devised [King, 1956a ; King, 1955b; 
King, 1949 ; King, 1955c] which introduces a terminal
zone network to be used in con jun ction with the ideal 
admittance of the antenna and an ideal transmission 
line. Bv the ideal admittance Yo of the antenna is 
meant the adm ittance determined with a delta-

1 'l' his research was supported throu gh Join t Ser\' ices Contract No. )Jonr 
1866(32) bet""",en H an 'ard University. t he Office of Xa\'al Research, the Signal 
Corps of the U .S. Army. and the U.S. Air Force. 
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functio ll gell eraLor a fter t he inflni te s llsceptan ce due 
to the knife edges impli cit in s uch a generator has 
been subLracLed out- an analyLically op hi sLi caLed 
process disc ussed in deLail in Lhe literature, [Wu and 
King, 1959; DUllcan , 1962]. All id eal tran smiss ion 
line is Olle with ulliforll1lille parailletcrs evell ncar Lhe 
load . The terminal-zone Il eLwo rk ta kes acco unl of 
transmissioll-lin e end erl'eels , of co uplill g between Lhe 
antenna and th elille, and of any olher charac leris tics 
of a small region ]leal' lhe junClion of lhe transm iss ion 
line and Lh e antenna. 

An extensive s,)'s Lelllll,Li c expel'i I lien tal sLudy of' 
the effe ct of' tbe cross-secLion al size of' a cOf\,xial line 
on the appn,['cn t impedn,nce of' lhe ve rlical monopole 
that it drives over II, ground screc n wns madc by 
D . D. King l1946J and Harlig l1950J. (Thc earlier 
work of Brown alld Woodward [1945] showed the 
effect of lumped positive capacitances in parallel 
with the antenna, bLH did not refer to the negaLive 
capacitive junction effeet determin ed by the size 
of th e coaxial line.) Theil' measure1nents are in 
quite good agr~ement with theoretical results ob
tained with a delta-Junction generator wh en a 
suitable corrective network is used. Moreover , they 
indicate that the measured apparent admitLance 
Y sa of a haH dipole that consists or the extended 
inner cOllductor (radius a ) 0[' a coaxial line (inner 
radius 0[' outer cond uctor b) appron,ches Lite theo
retical admittance Yo derived with a delLa-fun ction 
generator as Lh e ratio b/a approacbes Olle. 

Although the terminal-llone problem 01' n dipole 
antenna when centel'-driven by a Lwo-wire line (that 
consists of conductors of rael ius a separated by t1. 

distance b between centers) has been studied ex
tensively [King, 1956a; King, 1955b; King, 1949; 
King and King, D . D ., 1945; Essen and Oliver, 



1945], attention has been fo cused primarily on 
transmission-line end effect and coupling between 
antenna and line, which are the major contributors 
to the difference between Z sa and Zo in the case 
of the monopole driven by a coaxial lin e over a 
ground screen. .The significan~e of the gap at t.he 
center of the dlPole v"hen dnven by a two-wu'e 
line- which has no counterpart in the monopole 
that consists of the extended and unbroken inner 
conductor of a coaxial line- has not been investi
gated experimentally i~ any ~efini~ive man~ler. A 
theoretical study of tIns gap IS avaIlable [Kmg and 
Winternitz , 1947], but a detailed comparison of its 
predictions of its measured values has not been made. 

In order to compare the measured driving-poin t 
admittance of an antenna terminating a two-wire 
line with the ideal admittance of a dipole antenna 
when driven by a delta-function generator , accoun t 
must be taken of the followin g three effects : 

(a) D eviation of the inductance and capacit~n~e 
per unit length and he~ce, ~f the cha~'actel'lstIC 
impedance of a tWO-WIre hne of. finIte le~g.th 
near its end from the correspondmg quantItIes 
characteristic of the infinitely long line. 

(b ) E~ec~rom8;gnetic coupling between the tran ~~ 
mlssIOn Ime and the an tenna near then 
junction . 

(c) The absence of the conductor in the gap in 
the antenna between the two wires of the 
transmission lin e. 

The effects under (a) and (b) have b een treated 
in the literature [King, 1956a; King, 1955b]. The 
effect (c) has been studied theoretica~ly [King. and 
Winternitz 1947] but has not been ll1cluded 111 a 
corrective 'netwo{k. This report is devoted pri
marily to a study of this important correc.tion which 
may be surprisingly large, for the dimenSIOns of the 
apparatus ~sed in the measurement~ to be descnbed, 
the correctIOn for (c) was three tlmes as large as 
that for (b). 

In the investigation three different methods were 
used and their final results compared. They are : 

(1) Repeated measllrem~nts were made wi.th 
progressively reduced spacmg b of the two-WIre 
transmission line which fed the dipole a.ltenna. The 
measured values of the apparent admittance termi
~ating. t~~ line were., extrapolate~l to .detern~ine the 
ldeal hmltmg value for zero spacmg, I.e ., for b= 2a. 

(2) The correction under (c) was calculated by 
simply taking the difference ~n the inductive re
actance between the antenna wIth half length h and 
that with half-length h - b/2. The distance from 
one end of the ant,enna to the other is 2h. Th e 
measured driving point admi ttance corrected for 
all the effects (a) , (b ), and (c) was compared with 
the King-Middleton second-order the?ry. 

(3) The measured apparent admIttance 0.£ the 
dipole antenna wi th a gap was cOITec~ed ac?orclll1g to 
Winternitz 's theory [Kmg and vVll1term tz, 1947] 
and then compared with the King-Middleton 
second-order theory. 

It was verified that the corrections applied in (2) 
and (3) are essentially the same. The zeroth-order 
correction in (3) could be reduced to the results of (2). 

2. Experimental Arrangement and 
Measured Admittances 

A detailed descrip tion of the apparatus used for 
measuring the ~admittance of a dipole antenna driven 
by a two-wire transmission line has been given 
elsewhere [Iizuka, King, and Prasad, 1962]. The 
two-wire line and the dipole antenna were made of 
brass tubing wi th radius a= O.318 cm. The spacing 
b of the line was l1Iaintained at one of the values, 
b= O.79 em b= 1.27 cm, b= 3.11 cm by means of 
polyfoam spacers arranged along the transmission 
line. A continuous wave with a wavelength of 36 
cm (833 .33 M c/s) was used . The apparent terminal 
admittance of the dipole at the end of the line W9 S 
measured for electrical half lengths in the range from 
(3h = O.7 through 6.8 (where (3 = 271"/ (..) . Thes~ meas
uremen ts were repeated for each of the three dlfferen t 
spacmgs. The corresponding parameters are listed 
in table 1. 

'l'.'\BLE 1. P arameters of the two-wire transmission line 

Case SpaCing b/a (Jb Y *e 
----------------

em R ad lvIillimho 
I 0. 79 2.5 0. 138 12. 02 
II 1. 27 4. 0 . 222 6. 33 

III 3, 11 9.0 .543 3. 79 

* Y c is the characteristic admittance of the two-wire transmission line. 

In figure 1, the measured. app.arent terminal 
admittances as measured ona hne wIth b/a= 4.0 are 
compared wi thout modification or corr~ction with 
the King-Middleton 2d-order theory [Kmg, 1955b] 
and Wu's theory [1961] as a function of the electrical 
half length (3h. These admittances are converted 
into the equivalent impedances shown in figure 2. 

It is observed in figure 1 that the amplitudes of 
the oscillation of the experimental curves of both the 
conductance G and the susceptance B are not only 
smaller than th ose of the theoretical curves, but also I 

that both of the experimental curves are shifted 
slightly towards larger values of (3h. The entire 
measured susceptance curve is much lower than that 
predicted by theory. Si~ilar observations. can be 
made with regard to the lmpedance curves III figure 
2 excep t that the amplitudes of the .oscillations of the I 

experimental curves of both the r esIstance R and the 
reactance X are larger than given by theory. I 

From these curves, it should be clear that a m ere 
plo ttinO' together of theoretical and experimental 
results" may be very misleading. The measu~'ed 
apparent adm.ittance includes all end effects whICh 
can be approxlmated by a shunt lumped suscept~nce 
/::,.B and a lUlnped sen es reactance /::,.X. In efiect, I 

/::,.B' moves the entire suscep tance curve vertically 
while /::,.X contracts the amplitudes of oscillation of , 
the measured apparent admi ttan ce Y sa= Gsa+jBsa
The reason is as follows: the apparent admittance is 
O'iven in terms of the ideal antenna impedance R and I ., 
X : 

R 
(1 ) 

(2) 
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First, i t is obvious that t..B slides the entire 
susceptan ce curve by t he amo unt t..B, Second, it is 
seen from (1) and (2) that the value of {3h which gives 
the maximum Gsa is shif ted from the vicinity of {3hr 
to.that of (3h s where X({3hr) = 0 and X({3h s) = t..X, and 
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FIG U RE 2, N/easured driving-point impedance of the dipole 
antenna driven by the two-wil'e line of b/ a= 4 withol1t COTrec
tions, 

the value of the maximum becon1 es 

1 
(Gsa)ma:z= R ({3hs) (3) 

and R({3hs» R({3hr) or (Gsa)rnax< Grnax , Hence, the 
amplitude of the oscillations of the measured 
apparent conductance is smaller than that of the 
ideal conductance. The suscep tan ce behaves in a 
similar manner. 
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3 . Terminal-Zone Corrections 

The modifications made in many instances on the 
measured driving-point admittance of the dipole 
antenna driven by a two-wire transmission line have 
been due to (A) the change of the characteristic 
impedance of the two-wire transmission line toward 
the end of the line, (B) the electrical coupling 
between the antenna and transmission line. The 
inductive part of the effect (A) can be approximated 
by a lumped series inductor LT and capacitive part 
of (A) together with the effect (B) by the lumped 
shunt capacitor CT (note that there is no inductive 
coupling between the antenna and the transmission 
line since the antenna and the line are mutually 
perpendicular). Approximate formulas for LT and 
CT are found in King [1955b]. The values of 
CT, WCT, LT , and wLT appropriate for the present 
case are in table 2. 

TABLE 2. Lumped elements for tM'minal- zone corrections 

b/a=2 .. 5 

LT .•.•.••.....•.••.••• henry.. -0. 95XlO-' 
WLT ••••••.•..••.••••••. ohm.. -5.0 
Cr ...•..... . . .......•.• farad .. -0. 56Xl0- 12 

wCT ....• __ . . ....•...... mbo.. -2. 9XlO-3 

b/a = 4 

-1. 9XIO- ' 
-10.0 
-0. 28X10-12 
-1.5XIO-3 

b/a=9 

- S. lXlO-' 
-26.6 
- 0. 26XlO-12 
- 1. 4XlO-3 

The experimental results were modified in the 
conventional manner using the results in table 2. 
The measured admittance with corrections, wLT and 
WCT are shown in figure 3 and the equivalent imped
ances in figure 4. It is seen in figure 3 that the 
extreme values of both G and B are still smaller, 
especially in the range {3h< 27r than the corresponding 
King-Middleton theoretical results. The shift of 
the entire curve toward larger values of (3h is still 
evident. These partially corrected experimental 
results might be interpreted to provide an excellent 
verification of vVu's theory at the shorter lengths 
rather than of the King-Middleton 2d-order theory, 
even though the asymptotic nature of Wu's analysis 
suggests decreasing accuracy as the length of the 
antenna is reduced, and the King-Middleton results 
have been verified by measurements with a coaxial 
line [King, D . D. , 1946, Hartig, 1950]. Evidently, 
an additional correction is required to take account 
of the fact that the antenna is not a continuous 
conductor of length 2h with a discontinuity in scalar 
potential at the center but has a spacing b. 

4 . Measurements With Progressive Spacing 
of the Two-Wire Line 

A simple and convincing experiment to show the 
necessity of an additional correction to take account 
of the absence of the antenna ,vire in the gap between 
the two wires of the transmission line consists in the 
repeated measurement of the admittance of the 
antenna as the spacing of the conductors of the two
wire line is decreased. The measured admit
tance with three spacings when corrected for the 
shunt capacitances CT in table 2 is shown in figure 5. 
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FIGU RE 3. ll1easured driving-point admittance of the antenna 
corrected in the conventional way with b/a=4. 

Since the present purpose is to obtain the extrap
olated values of admittance, there is no necessity 
to make a correction for L T which becomes smaller 

. h d . . L b- a d· h WIt a eCl'ease m spacrng: T=--2- an ill t e 
7r7J 

limit at b= 2a is only L T = -2a = -3 ohms. The 
7r7J 

line spacings were b/a= 2.5 , b/a= 4, and b/a= 9. I 

(The widest spacing, b/a= 9, is rather large for the 
two··wire line to be considered as a conventional 
transmission line, since the value of {3b for this case 
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IS j3b = O.54 which does not satisfy the condition 

j3b « l 

'I imposed in the redu ction of the Maxwell's equations 
to the telegraphist's equations [King, 1955a].) It 

: is observed that as the spacing of the wires was 
r reduced, the oscillation in the amplitudes of both 
the conductance and the susceptance curves in
creased and approached the curve of the King
Middleton 2d-order theory. In order to make the 
extrapolation, the conductance was replotted in 

I rectangular coordinates as a function of the spacing 
I ratio bja in figure 6(a) and the susceptance in figure 
6(b). The conductance and susceptance curves of 
the extrapolated values are compared with King
Middleton 2d-order theory in figures 7(a) and 7(b) . 
Note that when account is taken of the proximity 

I effect, [King, 1945], the extrapolation must be taken 
to bja = 2 , which is the limit where the transmission 

I lines make contact with each other (not to the value 
bja= O). 

Both conductance and susceptance curves which 
were extrapolated to the spacing bja = 2 show good 
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agreement with the theory except that the extrapo
lated conductance and susceptance are both slightly 
smaller neal' resonance and slightly larger neal' anti
r esonance. 
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5. Zero-Order Correction for the Gap at the 
Driving Point 

The lumped series inductance Lg required to cor
rect the gap at the driving point may be calculated 
from a zero-order theory. The emf V of a delta
function generator that maintains the current I 
at the center of an antenna of half length h is to the 
zero-order approximation lKing, 1956bj. 

V . row I h 
=-] 271" cot f30 . (4) 

If tbe same antenna is driven with a small separation 
b/2 at the center and tbe current is to remain the 
same as that of an antenna driven by a delta-function 
generator, the driving voltage must be different. To 
the zero-order, it should be 

(5) 

The difference:f1 V between (5) and (4) is 

f 1 d · d 6V· L In other words, i a umpe Impe ance, 1 = ]W g, 

is inserted in eries with the antenna when its 
driving terminals are separated by a distance b, the 
current distribution along the antenna is the same 
as when the antenna is driven by a delta-function 
generator driven by the same voltage. 

The reactance Xg = wLg is given by 

Xg=wLg= -r~: { cot f30 (h-D-cot f3oh } . (7) 

The value of wLg near the resonant length of the 
antenna is calculated, for instance, for case II in 
table 1 to be 

(8) 

~ ~ "2 Lg "2 Lr "2 Lg "2 Lr 

~ ~::~ I I I I 
"2 L9 "2Lr "2 L9 "2 Lr 

( a) ( b) 

~ ~ "2LT "2 L9 "2Lr "2 Lg 

Cr Cr 

i lr 

FIG U RE 8. Possible equivalent networks for the antenna driven 
by a two-wire line. 
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FIGURE 9. 1J1easured admittance curves corrected in three 
different ways. 

This is the lumped series reactance required to correct 
for the gap; it must be combined with the corrections 
jwCT and jWLT mentioned above. Of the six pos
sible combinations for connecting CT , L T , and Lg I 

shown in figure 8, the equivalent circuit a in figure 8 I 

seems preferable from the physical point of view. 
However, convenience in computation makes the 
equivalent circuit b or e a better choice. Note that 
the use of lumped elements in a corrective network 
is a useful approximation only if the differences in 
the use of the equivalent circuits in figure 8 are 
negligible. 

The apparent driving-point admittance with 
corrections for CT , L T , and L g is shown in figure 9. 
In comparison with the admittance curves corrected 
onlv with CT and L T as shown in figure 4, the curves 
with all three corrections shown in figure 9 are in 
much better agreement with the King-1Vliddleton 
theory. 

6. Evaluation of Lg by Winternitz's Theory 

A Maclaurin expansion of the expression for the 
driving-point admittance Y o of the antenna with 
the base separation b= 20 in the vicini ty of f3o = O 
allows the impedance of the antenna to be expressed 
in terms of the admittance Yo of the antenna driven 
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by a delta-fun ction generator [King and Wintel'llitz 
1947], [King, 1956c] . T hus, when (35 is small , 

where 

or 

G.= Go(l - ~' ') - Boe' 

(10) 

(ll) 

(12) 

values of ~" and ~' for differen t thicknesses of th e 
antenna were computed by [King and Winternitz 

h II h' 
1947] . The curves of + versus (3h and ;- verslls 

(3h, and the curves of Ro-R g versus (3h and XO-gX 
versus (3h are also available [Ring and 'Vintern itz, 
1947; King, 1956c]. 

The measured a.pparent driving-point admittance 
for a line with b/a = 4 was corrected with values 
obtained from the curves of Ro-R g and XO - Xg 
versus (3h for Q= 2 In (2h/a) = 10. (The value of 
o fin' the antenna used in the experiment ranged from 
Q= 7.3 to 9.5.) The results are shown in figure 9 
together with the curves obtained by th e other 
methods of correction. Actually, and as is readi1~
verified, the correction made in section 5 is the same 
as that given by (11) if the zero-order admittance 
is used in the correc tion term. 

7. Comparison of the Corrections for the 
Gap Made in Different Ways 

The admittance CUl'ves obtained in three differen t 
ways are all shown in figme 9 together with the 
results of the Ring-Middleton theory. It is seen 
that the curves of both the conductance and the 
susceptance which were obtained empirically by 
extrapolation to zero line spacing show the best 
agreem.ent with the theory. The extrapolated con
ductance , however, is larger than given by the theory 
in the range between (3h = 1.8 and (3h =3.0. The 
extrapolated curves of the conductance and suscep
tance show an excellent agreement with the theory 
near resonance; the curves obtained by either the 
series inductance Lg correction or the Win ternitz 
2d-order correction yield smaller va lues than the 
theory in this region . Both the conductance and 
susceptance curves obtaiuf'd by the relatively simple 
series inductance Lg correction are not very differen t 
1'1'0111. those of the more compli cated Winternitz 
2d·order theory except in the small range near 
resonance. 

8. Conclusions 

It has been shown that the difference between the 
measured apparent admittance of (1) a dipole 
antenna driven by a two-wire line, and (2) a mono
pole antenna driven from a coaxial line over a 
ground plane, is due in large part to the absence of 
the conductance between the terminals of the dipole. 
It has also been shown that a series inductance Lg 
may be evaluated to correct this difference approxi
mately . Alternatively and somewhat more accu
rately, a correction may be made empirically if 
measured values are extrapolated to "zero" line 
spacing. Apparent admittances corrected either 
theoretically with a suitable terminal-zone network 
of lumped elements Lg , OT, and LT or empirically, 
by extrapolation are shown to be in good agreement 
with theoretical values obtained with a hypothetical 
delta-function generator without knife-edge capaci
tance. 

The authors are indebted to fruitful discussions 
with Professor T . T. Wu. 
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